
WHERE GOOD RF GOES TO DIE
ANTENNA SYSTEMS:





WHO IS THIS GUY?

JONATHAN DAVIS (JD)

▸ 19 years in IT 

▸ ~10 years of Wi-Fi Experience 

▸ Manufacturing, Warehouse, Government, LPV, Outdoor, P-
to-P, P-to-MP 

▸  Blog - subnetwork.me 

▸ Twitter - @subnetwork 

▸ Youtube - Co-host CenterFreqs



WHY THE 101?

EXPERIENCE INFORMS 

▸ I’ve spent the last 10 years of my career fixing other 
peoples problems (and plenty of my own) 

▸ These issues were spotted in both public Wi-Fi as well as 
manufacturing and warehouse space 

▸ Many of these ‘solutions’ were installed by well respected 
partners, VAR’s, or consultants



GOOD ANTENNA DESIGN DOESN’T ELIMINATE BAD DECISIONS

ANTENNA SYSTEM COMPONENTS

▸ Connector at AP Radio Chain 

▸ Feedline 

▸ Connector 

▸ Lightning Protection 

▸ Connector 

▸ Feedline 

▸ Antenna Element



RESONANCE, LOSS, REACTANCE

EACH COMPONENT IN THE ANTENNA SYSTEM AFFECTS RF DIFFERENTLY BASED ON FREQUENCY

▸ LMR400 Loss (per 100 feet)  

▸ *assuming ideal conditions* 

▸ 2.4ghz - 6.6 dB  

▸ 5.180ghz - 10.1dB 

▸ 5.850ghz - 10.9 dB 

▸ (https://www.timesmicrowave.com/cable_calculators 

▸ Other characteristics affected include VSWR, Capacitance, and 
Velocity

https://www.timesmicrowave.com/cable_calculators


BEACONS, TXBF, POLARIZATION

BEACONS 

▸ Question: Which radio chain transmits the beacon frame? 

▸ A - All of them of course! 

▸ B - Depends on whether protection mechanisms are 
enabled - Duh! 

▸ C - Just one, because echo echo echo 

▸ D - How much longer does this guy have?



ECHO ECHO ECHO

BEACONS

▸ One beacon for all clients 

▸ The AP cannot use TxBF to broadcast a frame to all clients 

▸ My null is your peak receive 

▸ Non-HT stations use diversity, not beamforming 

▸ Thus, the AP sends the beacon out of a single radio chain



POLARIZATION AND THE PATCH

PATCH ANTENNA ELEMENT ALIGNMENT

▸ Most 4 element patch antennas have two vertically 
polarized elements, and two horizontally aligned elements 

▸ The horizontally aligned elements are effective for TxBF 

▸ Without the ability to use up-fade cross polarization 
creates a 15-20 dB loss on those elements



POLARIZATION MATTERS TO BEACON FRAMES

QUOTING FROM THE CWNA STUDY GUIDE

▸ “When you are aligning a point-to-point or point-to-
multipoint bridge, proper polarization is extremely 
important. If the best received signal level (RSL) you 
receive when aligning the antennas is 15 dB to 20 dB less 
than your estimated RSL, there is a good chance you have 
cross-polarization.“ 



SO MANY QUESTIONS

APPLICATION

▸ What is the effect of ignoring the antenna element 
polarization when connecting to radio chains on roaming 
clients? 

▸ What if we hookup all leads in the correct order then 
incorrectly orient the antenna when mounting?  

▸ Which element should the beacon broadcast from? 

▸ If the beacon is received cross polarized, roaming will be 
affected



PUTTING AN EXAMPLE ON A SHELF

WAREHOUSES

▸ Commonly, antennas are put at the end of the isle, turned 
sideways to make use of wide beam width to cover the 
length of the isle without pushing signal into other isles 

▸ If antenna labels are followed the beacon is broadcast 
horizontally polarized 

▸ If the tow motor has vertical dipole antennas, the beacon 
is seen by the client as cross polarized 

▸ In practice, usually 8-10 dB less than expected



OOPS, WE MISSED ONE!

WHAT’S MISSING?

▸ Connector at AP Radio Chain 

▸ Feedline 

▸ Connector 

▸ Lightning Protection 

▸ Connector 

▸ Feedline 

▸ Antenna Element



WEATHER 
PROTECTION 



PUT ON PROTECTION OR YOUR SYSTEM WILL BE IMPREGNATED (WITH WATER)

WATER INVADES AND DESTROYS RF SYSTEMS

▸ Water + current + dissimilar metals = galvanic corrosion 

▸ The copper center pin in a connector can be completely 
lost to galvanic corrosion 

▸ Increases resistance and loss if left on shield or center 
conductor 

▸ Increases reflective losses once absorbed into dielectric 

▸ In extreme cases, can short between shield and center 
conductor 

https://www.belden.com/blog/broadcast/understanding-moisture-damage



BUT HOW DOES IT GET THERE?

INVASION!!!

▸ Nicks, cuts, or severe crimps can act as doorways 

▸ Most often, water invades at the connector as liquid or gas 
(humidity) 

▸ Dielectric foam between center pin and shield acts as sponge 

▸ Some feed line includes an agent in the dielectric to repel water, 
many don’t 

▸ Due to DAILY temperature shifts and barometric pressure shifts, 
there may be as much as a 1-2PSI differential DAILY in as little as 2 
feet of cable



THE PROBLEMS ONLY GET WORSE FROM THERE

▸ Add in a few freeze/thaw cycles once moisture is in and cable 
geometry becomes deformed  

▸ Geometry is important in maintaining 50 Ohm impedance 

▸ Can eventually lead to holes in the shield due to corrosion or 
fatiguing from freeze/thaw cycles 

▸ Once a hole develops, current can move from inside of the 
shield to the outside of the shield 

▸ Current is now common-mode 

▸ Cable is now a radiator (acting as a horribly tuned antenna)



SERIOUSLY 

PUT A RUBBER ON IT!

▸ Throw away the gummy (you probably already are) 

▸ Use cold or heat shrink around every connector 

▸ Ensure it covers from threads of AP connector well past the 
cable connector boot 

▸ If the feedline is bent closely to the connector, consider 
reinforcing the end with rubber tape. NOT PVC TAPE! 

▸ Never re-use feedline of unknown age or condition 

▸ Keep caps on feedline connectors until ready to use



PUT IT IN A BOX

USE ENCLOSURES NOT FEEDLINE

▸ Whenever possible, use outdoor ruggedized enclosures to 
place AP at required location, not feedline 

▸ Decreases antenna system loss 

▸ Simplifies antenna systems



THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION


